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Thermal coagulation therapy using powdered magnetic materials in an alternating (AC) magnetic field has been expected as a

treatment of cancerous tissues. For nano-sized superparamagnetic particles, the magnetic energy is mainly converted to a heat

generation ability by the rotation of the magnetic moment (Néel relaxation) along with the rotation of the particles (Brownian

relaxation). Fe3O4 (magnetite) nanoparticles have been mainly investigated as the candidate material for this type of therapy.

In this review, an outline of the ferrite materials having heat generation ability in the AC magnetic field is described for the

application of the thermal coagulation therapy. In particular, I focused on the preparation of a nano-sized magnetic material

using physical bead milling to develop a magnetic material of Y3Fe5O12 and its high heat generation ability. The preparation of

Y3Fe5O12 microspheres with a 2032¯m diameter range using the bead-milled powder was also described for the embolization

method of cancer treatment.
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1. Introduction

In general, hyperthermia (also called thermal therapy) is a

type of cancer treatment in which body tissue is exposed to high

temperatures (up to 4243°C) using a high frequency voltage

because cancer cells can undergo damage at this temperature

while normal cells remain unaffected.1) The device for cancer

therapy using a radio frequency (8MHz) has been commercialized

as the “Thermotron RF8” from Yamamoto Vinyter Co., Ltd.2)

For local therapy, the method using powdered magnetic

materials in an AC magnetic field has been expected as a treat-

ment of cancerous tissues.3) A drug delivery system (DDS) using

nano-sized magnetic particles encapsulated in a liposome with

an antibody (<100 nm) is possible as a cancer therapy in the

future (Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows the approximate heat generation

mechanism for the superparamagnetic materials. The reason for

the heat generation is attributed to the hysteresis loss in the

BH curve for ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials having

large particle size.4),5) For a superparamagnetic material having a

nano-sized particle size, the Néel relaxation and the Brownian

relaxation become a calorigenic cause.6)12) For the Néel relaxa-

tion and the Brownian relaxation, the energy losses are due to the

magnetic moment rotation within the crystal and the particle

rotation in the dispersed solvent, respectively. The energy losses

(heat generation ability) of the superparamagnetic nanoparticles

due to the Néel relaxation and Brownian relaxation are propor-

tional to the square of the magnetic field (H2) and its frequency

(f ). The equation is simply expressed as:

Heat generation ability ðW � g�1Þ ¼ k � f � H2 ð1Þ

where k, f, and H are a constant value, frequency (kHz), and

magnetic field (kA·m¹1), respectively. In general, the nano-sized

materials have been synthesized by a chemical method such as

coprecipitation. The bead-milling as a physical method was also

effective for the preparation of the nano-sized particles.

As another type of magnetic material, a microsphere for the

embolization of blood vessels can be considered as one of the

methods for cancer treatment. The microspheres also act to block

the bloodstream (nourishment) of a cancer tumor. Radioactive
90Y containing microspheres using TheraSphereμ and SIR-

Fig. 1. DDS application of thermal coagulation therapy for cancer

tumors.
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Sphereμ have already been used for the radioembolization of

liver tumors.13),14) For the thermal coagulation therapy, the

magnetic materials containing glass ceramics have been studied

for the embolization method. Fe3O4 microspheres with a 20

30¯m diameter range were synthesized by melting the powder

in a high frequency induction thermal plasma at high temperature

and by precipitation from an aqueous solution.15) As a conven-

tional method, the preparation of microspheres was possible by a

spray drying technique at low temperature using nanoparticles.

In this review, the preparation of nano-sized superparamagne-

tice magnetic materials using a chemical method and physical

bead-milling for the treatment of cancerous tissues is described.

Furthermore, the preparation of the microspheres for the

embolization method is also mentioned.

2. MFe2O4 type ferrite materials
(M ¦ divalent cation)

Ferrites are usually iron-containing ferrimagnetic oxides, such

as MFe2O4, MFe12O19 (M = divalent cation) and R3Fe5O12

(R = rare earth). Many ferrites have been reported as heat

generation materials in AC magnetic field. A magnetite (Fe3O4)

nanoparticle has been mainly investigated as the candidate

material for this application, because the nano-sized Fe3O4

particles can be easily prepared in a solution at low temperature

by a chemical method involving a conventional coprecipitation

method as the reaction (Fe2+ + 2Fe3+ + 8OH¹
¼ Fe3O4 +

4H2O).
16)23) An additional reason for the utilization of the

magnetite is a good biocompatibility, because an agent containing

the magnetite has been commercialized for contrast-enhanced

MRI.24) The maximum increasing temperature in an AC mag-

netic field is for a particle with a 13-nm crystal diameter.23) For

other ferrite materials, nano-sized M=Mn, Co, Ni, Zn materials

have been reported as having particle-size dependence regard-

ing the heat generation properties.25)33) These ferrites have

considerably higher Curie temperatures (Tc) than 4243°C. To

allow a self-regulated temperature for the thermal therapy, the

Tc value was controlled using ion substitution into the ferrites,

i.e., the Mn1¹xZnxFe2¹yGdyO4 system and the Mg1+xFe2¹2xTixO4

system.34),35)

In the case of a ferrimagnetic material having a large particle

size (particle size: several ¯m), MgFe2O4 has the highest heating

ability of the various commercial ferrites of MFe2O4 (M=Mg,

Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Sr).36),37) Furthermore, a higher heat

generation ability was reported for the Ca2+ substituted Mg1¹X-

CaXFe2O4 system when compared to that of Fe3O4.
38),39) The

chemical method, such as the coprecipitation method was utilized

for the preparation of the superparamagnetic nano-sized materi-

als. However, a heat treatment involving the decomposition of the

precursors is necessary for the chemical method in order to obtain

these ferrite materials, except for Fe3O4. This calcination process

decreases the dispersibility of the particles.

The physical milling of the nano-sized material is very effec-

tive for all the ferrite materials. The heat generation ability in an

AC magnetic field was studied for fine Fe3O4 and MgFe2O4

powders that were physically prepared using the bead-milling

method.40),41) In the case of Fe3O4, the starting material using a

commercial powder sample of ca. 2.0¯m in particle size showed

a poor heat generation ability in an AC magnetic field. The heat

generation ability in the AC magnetic field improved with the

milling time, i.e., due to a decrease in the average particle size.

The highest heat ability in the AC magnetic field was for a fine

Fe3O4 powder with a 17-nm particle size (the samples were

milled for 6 h using 0.1mmº beads). The particle size was

estimated based on the surface area. A TEM image is shown in

Fig. 3. However, the heat generation ability decreased for the

excessively milled Fe3O4 samples having average particle sizes.

To study the mechanism of the heat generation for the best

sample, the heat generation ability (W·g¹1) was quantitatively

measured for three different methods (Fig. 4), (a) a magnetic

material powder (2.0 g) with 10ml of water, (b) a hardened

magnetic material powder sample (2.0 g) with 10ml of water

using agar, and (c) solidified samples containing the magnetic

material powder (2.0 g) using an epoxy resin adhesive with

10ml of water. Air was slowly bubbled into the glass container

for stirring the water for (a) and (c) in order to have the same

temperature distribution and the homogeneous magnetic mate-

rial particle dispersion for (a). In this measurement, the heat

generation ability was calculated using the temperature enhance

ratio (dT/dt = K·s¹1) for the initial 5min using the following

equation:

Heat generation ability ðW � g�1Þ

¼ C � ðdT=dtÞ=M ð2Þ

where M and C are the sample weight (g), and the estimated total

heat capacity (J·K¹1) of 10ml of water with the contact glass of

the glass container, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the square of the

magnetic field (H2) and heat generation ability for the three types

Fig. 3. TEM photo of Fe3O4 powder prepared by bead milling (using

0.1mmº beads for 6 h).

Fig. 2. Heat generation mechanism for powdered superparamagnetic

magnetic materials.
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of samples. The energy losses for all the samples were prop-

ortional to the square of the magnetic field. Figure 6 plots the

relationship between the frequency of the AC magnetic field

(150370 kHz, 1.77 kA·m¹1) and heat generation ability for the

three types of methods. The energy losses for all the samples

were proportional to the frequency of the AC magnetic field. It

was reported that the energy losses (heat generation ability) of

magnetite nanoparticles due to the Néel relaxation and Brownian

relaxation are proportional to the square of the magnetic field

(H2) and its frequency (f ). The result of using sample (a) in water

is due to the total energy loss of the Néel relaxation and the

Brownian relaxation. The estimated k value in Eq. (1) using the

result was 1.07 © 10¹4 for the total loss of this sample having the

best heat generation ability. When the heat generation of sample

(a) was compared to that of sample (b), this difference (ca. 8%)

would be due to the Brownian relaxation, because the particle

rotation could not occur in the hardened sample containing the

agar. The main reason for the high heat generation properties of

the milled samples was ascribed to an increase in the Néel

relaxation of the superparamagnetic material. The energy loss of

the solidified sample (c) using epoxy resin was almost the same

as that of sample (b). This means that the concentration of the

ferrite in the sample does not affect the heat generation ability in

an AC magnetic field.40)

3. Y3Fe5O12

3.1 Preparation using bead milling
The maximum heat generation ability was obtained for

Y3Fe5O12 in the ferrimagnetic R3Fe5O12 (R=Y, Sm, Gd, Dy,

Ho, Er) powder material synthesized by a reverse coprecipita-

tion method and calcination at 1100°C.42),43) The bead-milled

Y3Fe5O12 ferrite also had a high heat generation ability in the

nano-sized superparamagnetic materials.44),45) The maximum

heat generation was obtained for the samples milled for 4 h

using the 0.1mmº beads having an ca. 15 nm crystallite size and

ca. 26 nm particle size. The particle size was 1.52 times greater

than the crystallite size for all the samples due to the cohesion

of the small crystallites which resulted in larger particles. The

heat generation ability decreased with a decrease in the particle

diameter below ca. 26 nm.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the square of the

magnetic field (H2) and the heat generation ability for the three

types of methods as shown in Fig. 4 for the bead-milled

Y3Fe5O12 ferrite having the maximum heat generation ability.

The energy losses for all the samples were proportional to the

square of the magnetic field. For these samples, the energy losses

Fig. 5. Relationship between the square of the magnetic field (370 kHz)

and heat generation ability for Fe3O4 powder prepared by bead milling

(using 0.1mmº beads for 6 h). Three types of samples, (a) Fe3O4 powder

with 10ml of water, (b) hardened Fe3O4 powder with 10ml of water using

agar, (c) solidified Fe3O4 powder using epoxy resin.

Fig. 6. Relationship between frequency of the AC magnetic field (150

370 kHz, 1.77 kA·m¹1) and heat generation ability for Fe3O4 powder

prepared by bead milling using 0.1mmº beads for 6 h. Three types of

samples, (a) Fe3O4 powder with 10ml of water, (b) hardened Fe3O4

powder with 10ml of water using agar, and (c) solidified Fe3O4 powder

using epoxy resin.

Fig. 4. Apparatus for measuring the heat generation ability. The

samples for the measurement of the heat generation ability, (a) ferrite

powder (2.0 g) with 10ml of water, (b) hardened ferrite powder (2.0 g)

with 10ml of water using agar, (c) solidified ferrite powder (2.0 g) using

epoxy resin.
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for all the samples were also proportional to the frequency of the

AC magnetic field. The result of a sample (a) in water is a total

energy loss value. The estimated k value in Eq. (1) using these

results was 3.58 © 10¹4 for the total loss of this sample having

the best heat generation ability. When the heat generation of

sample (a) was compared to that of sample (b), this difference

due to the Brownian relaxation was 56%. The main reason for

the high heat generation property of the milled samples was

ascribed to an increase in the Néel relaxation. For this sample, the

concentration of the ferrite in the sample does not affect the heat

generation ability in an AC magnetic field because of close heat

abilities of the (b) and (c) samples.

3.2 Effect of calcination at low temperature
Heterogeneous particles should be obtained by the physical

bead-milling which would influence the heat generation ability.

To confirm the effect of the calcination, Y3Fe5O12 powder was

thoroughly bead-milled using 0.05mmº beads for 10 h. The

particle size of the obtained powder was 20.5 nm which is smaller

than ca. 26 nm of the sample having the highest heat ability

milled for 4 h using 0.1mmº beads.46) The Néel relaxation was

reduced by the excessive bead-milling using small beads for 10 h.

The effect of particle growth on the heat generation ability was

studied for the samples calcined at low temperature. Figure 8

plots the relationship between the particle diameter and heat

generation ability. The heat generation ability was improved with

an increase in the particle size. The maximum heat generation

ability in an AC magnetic field was obtained for the sample

calcined at 700°C (particle size: ca. 35 nm). The heat generation

was strongly reduced with the increase in an particle size for

the samples sintered at higher temperatures. Figure 9 shows the

relationship between the magnetic field (370 kHz) and the heat

generation ability for the samples calcined at 600 and 700°C.

The energy losses were proportional to the square and cube of

the magnetic field for the samples calcined at 600 and 700°C,

respectively. It was confirmed that the heat generation ability for

all the samples was proportional to the frequency of the AC

magnetic field. For the samples calcined at 600°C and lower

temperatures, these superparamagnetic samples were propor-

tional to the square of the magnetic field as shown in Eq.(1). On

the other hand, the heat generation ability of the samples calcined

at 700°C and higher temperatures was proportional to the cube of

the magnetic field (H3) for the ferrimagnetic sample.47) For the

sample calcined at 700°C, the heat generation ability is expressed

by the following equation:

Heat generation ability ðW � g�1Þ

¼ 1:91� 10�4 � f � H3 ð3Þ

where f and H are the frequency (kHz) and the magnetic field

(kA·m¹1), respectively. The heat generation mechanism in the

AC magnetic field changed due to the calcination at 700°C from

superparamagnetism to ferrimagnetism. A higher heat generation

Fig. 8. Relationship between the particle size and heat generation

ability for calcined Y3Fe5O12 powders at various temperatures.

Fig. 9. Relationship between the magnetic field (370 kHz) and heat

generation ability of two types of calcined Y3Fe5O12 powders at 600 and

700°C.

Fig. 7. Relationship between the square of the magnetic field (370 kHz)

and heat generation ability for three types of (Fig. 4) Y3Fe5O12 powder

samples prepared by bead milling (using 0.1mmº beads for 4 h).
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ability was obtained for the Y3Fe5O12 sample calcined at 700°C

for the ferrimagnetic materials above 1.6 kA·m¹1. The boundary

between the superparamagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials was

ca. 3035 nm in particle size for Y3Fe5O12. This diameter agreed

with the upper limit (35 nm) of the superparamagnetic behavior

of the Y3Fe5O12 prepared by a solgel method.48)

Figure 10 shows SEM observation for the (a) non-calcined

sample and the samples calcined (b) at 650°C and (c) 800°C. The

particles in the non-calcined sample had a heterogeneous shape

with many sharp edges due to the aggregation of the nano-sized

particles. The homogeneity of the particles with a round shape

was improved with an increase in the calcination temperature.49)

The calcined samples at low temperature were also studied for

the bead-milled (0.05mmº beads for 10 h) nano-sized Y3Fe5O12

nSmFeO3 mixed powders. The calcination temperature for the

change in the mechanism was increased to 800°C for the n =

0.2 sample. The SmFeO3 addition caused an increase in the

calcination temperature for the formation of the ferrimagnetic

material due to the decreased particle growth. The calcination

temperature for the ferrimagnetic material was increased to 900

and 1000°C for n = 0.4 and n = 0.6, respectively.50)

3.3 Preparation of microspheres for embolization
method

For the embolization method used for the cancer therapy, the

preparation of Y3Fe5O12 microspheres with a 2032¯m diam-

eter range was investigated by the spray-drying method using

the bead-milled nano-sized particles. The preparation of micro-

spheres using a spray-dry method has been specifically reported

for organic materials such as chitosan for colonic drug deliv-

ery.51),52) Bead-milled MgFe2O4 and Y3Fe5O12 were tested for the

preparation of microspheres using the spray-drying method.53),54)

Figure 11 shows a spray-drier used for the preparation of the

microspheres. The slurry for the spray-drier was obtained as a

mixture of the bead-milled Y3Fe5O12 and purified water, and then

sprayed by heated air at 200°C as small droplets by the spray-

drier with an nozzle atomizer. The droplets were isotropically

dried in the chamber to form ferrite microspheres. The spray-

dried powder was washed using purified water on a 32-¯m sieve

to screen out the larger particles. The sifted slurry containing the

particles under 32-¯m and purified water was then thoroughly

washed on a 20-¯m sieve to remove any smaller particles. The

powder on the 20-¯m sieve, which contained the 2032¯m

particles, was then dried at 100°C.

Figure 12 shows SEM photos of the spray dried particles after

the sifting. The homogeneous microspheres of 2032¯m in size

were obtained using the spray-dry method and the sifting. These

microspheres are formed by the cohesive power of the bead-

milled nano-sized powder. Figure 13 shows the relationship

between the square of the AC magnetic field (H2) (370 kHz)

and the heat generation ability for the bead-milled sample and

microsphere sample. The energy losses for both materials were

proportional to the square of the magnetic field. The heat

generation ability of the microsphere sample was close to that for

the bead-milled sample. A low temperature treatment at 200°C

using the spray-drier for the preparation of the microspheres did

not influence the heat generation ability. The energy losses for

both samples were also proportional to the frequency of the AC

magnetic field. The result of the bead-milled sample in water is

the total energy loss value of the Néel relaxation and Brownian

relaxation. The estimated k value in Eq. (1) using these results

was 3.50 © 10¹4 for the total loss of this sample having the best

Fig. 10. SEM images for bead-milled Y3Fe5O12 of (a) non-calcined

sample and the samples calcined (b) at 650°C and (c) 800°C.

Fig. 11. The spray dryer apparatus for preparation of ferrite micro-

spheres.

Fig. 12. SEM photos of the spray dried particles after sifting.
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heat generation ability. The heat generation for the Brownian

relaxation of the particle rotation could be ignored for the

microsphere sample, because the particle rotation hardly occurred

for the large microspheres. This result also suggested that the

main reason for the high heat generation property of the milled

samples was an increase in the Néel relaxation.

4. Comparison of heat generation for the ferrites

Figure 14 compares the heat generation ability in the AC

magnetic field (370 kHz), of typical materials, i.e., (i) the Fe3O4

nanoparticle prepared by the chemical method,23) (ii) the bead

milled Fe3O4 nanoparticle,40) (iii) the bead-milled Y3Fe5O12

sample,45) (iv) a calcined Y3Fe5O12 powder at 700°C after bead

milling,46) and (v) the Y3Fe5O12 sample prepared by calcination

at 1100°C for the precursor by a chemical method.43) Table 1

lists the particle diameter and the heat generation ability for these

ferrite powders. The heat ability increased as a function propor-

tional to the square or cube with an increase in the magnetic

The heat generation ability of the (i) Fe3O4 nanoparticle prepared

using the chemical method is the standard value because of

the candidate material for this application. For the nano-sized

superparamagnetic materials (i)(iii), the heat generation ability

was proportional to the frequency and the square of the magnetic

field (H2) and the highest heat generation ability was obtained

for (iii) the bead-milled Y3Fe5O12. The maximum heat ability

was obtained for the bead-milled Y3Fe5O12 below 1.2 kA·m¹1.

In a higher magnetic field, the Y3Fe5O12 prepared by the chem-

ical method and calcination showed the maximum heat ability,

because the ferrimagnetic material performance was proportional

to the cube of the magnetic field (H3). However, the particle size

for this ferrimagnetic material was too large to use in DDS appli-

cations. Based on these comparisons, the bead-milled Y3Fe5O12

prepared in this study is the best material for these applications.

5. Conclusions

The preparation of nano-sized superparamagnetic magnetic

materials using a chemical method and physical bead-milling

for the treatment of cancerous tissues has been desribed. Fe3O4

nanoparticles have been mainly investigated as the candidate

material for this application, because the preparation of this

material is easily prepared in a solution at low temperature by a

conventional coprecipitation method. The heat generation ability

of 3.58 © 10¹4 fH2 (W·g¹1) for the Y3Fe5O12 ferrite materials in

an AC magnetic field knowing the arbitrary frequency (f/kHz)

and the magnetic field (H/kA·m¹1) showed the best heat

generation ability of the reported superparamagnetic materials.

This means that the heat generation in the cancer tumor can be

controlled using the arbitrary frequency (f/kHz) and the mag-

netic field (H/kA·m¹1). Furthermore, the Y3Fe5O12 microspheres

having a high heat generation ability were applicable for the

thermal coagulation therapy using the embolization method.
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